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Is Uncertainty Resulting In 
Bad Backhaul Choices?   
By Shaun McFall 
Time for a Backhaul Reality Check

The introduction of new high-speed 4G mobile 
technologies is gathering pace, but few operators 
have a clear understanding of what impact this will 
have on their backhaul networks. This uncertainty 
threatens to drive over-investment in backhaul 
capacity that is not needed, and that operators can 
ill-afford. 

With the forecasted demise of copper-based 
backhaul, operators have a clear choice between 
deploying either fiber or microwave to the cell-site, 
yet the whole life cost of building or leasing fiber 
far exceeds that of a typical microwave connection. 
This over-building of capacity with fiber will waste 
an enormous amount of network investments that 
instead could be put into more substantive ways of 
increasing network capacity, such as new spectrum.

Clearly a dose of reality is needed for optimal 
backhaul network planning that balances realistic 
capacity expectations with total cost.  

The LTE Hype Cycle is in Full Swing

Download speeds of 50, 80, 100 Mbit/s and more 
are regularly discussed (and even demonstrated) in 

media reports. A slew of new LTE-capable devices 
were unveiled at CES this year. Eleven new LTE 
networks have been launched, with 147 operators 
committed to LTE at the end of 2010. Predictions of 
cell-site backhaul capacity of many 100’s of megabits 
and even gigabits are not uncommon.

However, now’s not the time for operators to be quiet 
and conservative. In the US, the leading network 
operators are all engaged in a vigorous battle to prove 
who can deliver the fastest data downloads with the 
best coverage. Any pretense over complying with the 
ITU’s original definition of 4G have now been dropped 
in the marketing campaigns from each company, with 
now LTE, WiMAX 802.16e and even HSPA+ now being 
aggressively promoted as 4G.
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Fiber Solves Everything?

With the focus on download speeds, the issues 
associated with backhaul seem largely forgotten, or 
perhaps are assumed to have been solved. Operator 
difficulties associated with the introduction of the 
iPhone in 2009 appear to be behind us, but the 
reality is that backhaul remains one of the biggest 
headaches. Operators have largely fended off further 
scrutiny of potential backhaul problems by talking 
about how they are rapidly deploying fiber throughout 
their network. This has led many commentators to 
declare that only fiber can apparently support the 
backhaul needs of LTE. Fiber to every cell-site means 
no more capacity issues. Problem solved.

Unfortunately the reality is not so tidy. Capacity is just 
one of the issues that face operators when preparing 
their backhaul networks for 4G. Since backhaul 
represents around 30% of a network operators costs, 
any poor decisions made there can seriously affect an 
operator’s bottom line. Instead, backhaul is a multi-
dimensional puzzle, balancing network capacity, cost, 
complexity and coverage.

A Realistic Look at 4G Backhaul Needs

Instead of taking a top down approach to understand 
4G backhaul needs (based upon peak theoretical 

download speeds, numbers of users, and so on), it 
is more instructive to look at what the technology is 
actually able to support. 

The backhaul requirements for a cell are fixed by a 
number of factors, regardless of how many users 
there are in that cell. Network congestion and 
frequency interference will limit the throughput 
achievable to rates well below the advertised peak 
rates. For a typical three sector macro cell operating 
in the maximum 20MHz channel bandwidth, the total 
backhaul capacity needed will be below 200 Mbit/s, 
even with the future introduction of LTE Advanced 
(Release 10). For the current Release 8 of LTE now 
being deployed, and with smaller operating channels 
of 5 or 10 MHz, the actual backhaul capacity needs 
will be more often in the 10’s of Mbit/s, not the 
100’s.

Microwave Meets LTE Backhaul Capacity Needs

Taking a more realistic view of the backhaul 

Uncertainty threatens to drive 
over-investment in backhaul 
capacity that is not needed.

Figure 1: Microwave supports more than enough backhaul capacity for 4G/LTE
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requirements for LTE, it is clear that the presumption 
that fiber can be the only logical solution from a 
capacity point of view doesn’t make sense. As shown 
by Figure 1, modern microwave transmission systems 
more than meet the capacity needs of 4G/LTE, with 
significant room to spare.

Licensed microwave operating in frequency bands 
between 6 and 40 GHz has formed the basis of 
most mobile backhaul networks around the world 
for the past 20 years, apart from in the US with its 
heavy reliance on copper leased lines. Innovative 
new microwave technologies have been introduced 
to the market in the past few years that dramatically 
increases the throughput capacity. The move to 
packet-based transport has also enabled a new 
range of Ethernet/IP-aware products that are able 
to intelligently and dynamically utilize the available 
microwave backhaul spectrum up to 3 or 4 times 
more efficiently than older TDM-based systems.

Microwave can easily support throughputs of 1 Gbit/s 
or more with fiber-like reliability. Techniques such as 
the use of ring/mesh network architectures mean 
that microwave is not only suitable as a last mile 
connection for cell sites, but is also able to support 
network connections further into the access network 
where traffic is aggregated from multiple sites.

Backhaul Capacity Is No Longer the Limiting Factor

Only by adding LTE radio capacity can operators 
improve user data throughput and quality of 
experience. Given that the licensed LTE radio channel 
size cannot be easily increased, the alternative 
is to deploy more LTE cell sites covering smaller 
radio areas. Many smaller cells, e.g. picocells, can 
supplement three-sector macro cells.

Picocells host fewer concurrent user handsets, 
but typically provide better radio signal quality and 
throughput rates to each user. This will require 
separate, dedicated backhaul networks to high user 
demand environments like sports stadiums, business 
parks, conference centers or public areas.

The deployment of smaller cells within the coverage 
area of macro cells also adds radio interference and 
increases handovers. Advanced LTE radio network 
analysis and design adaptation is required to 
minimize side effects of deploying many small radio 

cells to enhance LTE throughput.

Getting Beyond the Hype

As in early phases of every technology, LTE backhaul 
capacity needs are being overstated. This will change 
when the technology is more established. The 
introduction of 3G in the early 2000s went through 
similar hype. LTE is likely to have an accelerated 
cycle, but the mobile industry might still suffer from 
initial frustrations.

Usable LTE data capacity is fixed per site—
independent of number of users or handsets—
determined by base station technology and channel 
bandwidth. This can be increased by adding more cell 
sites or increasing LTE channel bandwidth, which is 
highly improbable due to LTE licensing requirements. 
Adding more macro cell sites would significantly 
increase network operations cost. Smaller picocells 
with more cost-effective backhaul options are a good 
compromise for LTE. Operators will have to provide 
these rather than try to achieve theoretical maximum 
coverage of macro cells—especially in high user 
demand urban areas.

While a backhaul capacity limit of 150 Mbit/s for a 
three-sector site with 10MHz LTE channels is below 
common perceptions of LTE backhaul requirements, 
it takes into account radio propagation limits. LTE 
backhaul needs to fulfill several requirements of an 
evolving mobile network. High availability, low latency, 
low packet loss, QoS, direct site-to-site connectivity 
and high network capacity are the most important. 
Ring or mesh topologies with multiple paths from 
access to core fit better than long chains of single-
path links. They also accommodate new network 
nodes more easily without disturbing the existing 
network capacity distribution and connectivity 
relationships.

Why Pay for Capacity That You Don’t Need?

Operators are at risk of wasting large amounts of 

As in early phases of every 
technology, LTE backhaul 
capacity needs are being 
overstated.
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money in deploying fiber to cell-sites that can be 
served as effectively and much more economically 
with proven microwave solutions. Consequently, 
far from fiber being the only answer for operators 
deploying HSPA+ and LTE, microwave transport will 
meet the capacity needs for mobile backhaul for 
many years to come. 

Given recent innovations in wireless backhaul 
technology, and factoring key decision criteria of 
capacity, cost and reliability, the future of backhaul is 
wireless.

Only by adding LTE radio 
capacity can operators improve 
user data throughput and 
quality of experience.


